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Abstract

The conventional approach to symbolic music generation uses the Transformer, an autoregressive model that is commonly trained by minimizing the negative log-likelihood (NLL) of the observed sequence. The quality of samples from these models tends to degrade significantly for long sequences, a phenomenon attributed to exposure bias. However, we are able to detect these failures with classifiers trained to distinguish between real and sampled sequences, an observation that motivates our exploration of adversarial losses to complement the NLL objective. We use a pre-trained SpanBERT model for the discriminator of the GAN, which in our experiments helped with training stability. We demonstrate via human evaluations and a new discriminative metric that music generated by our approach outperforms a baseline trained with likelihood maximization, the state-of-the-art Music Transformer, and other GANs used for sequence generation. 57% of people prefer music generated via our approach while 43% prefer Music Transformer.

1 Introduction

Recent advancements in natural language processing, especially the attention mechanism and the Transformer architecture [1], have helped push the state of the art in symbolic music generation [2–4]. These approaches represent a piece of music as a sequence of time-ordered events. A Transformer-based language model is then trained on top of these event sequences by maximizing likelihood and music is generated by sampling from this language model. Despite recent improvements, these approaches exhibit crucial failure modes which we argue arise from the training objective. As stated by the authors, Music Transformer [2] occasionally forgets to switch off notes and loses coherence beyond a few target lengths. Sometimes it produces highly repetitive songs, sections that are almost empty, and discordant jumps between contrasting phrases and motifs. Consequently, music generated by such models can be distinguished from real music by a simple classifier. This suggests that a distribution distance, such as the adversarial objective of a GAN [5] should improve the fidelity of the generative model. Inspired by recent works on evaluation metrics in text generation [6–8] which suggest that BERT-based scores [9] are well correlated with human rankings, we propose to use a pretrained BERT as the discriminator. Unfortunately, incorporating GAN losses for discrete sequences can be difficult as differentiating through the sampling process is challenging. As such, many models [10,11] are limited to 20-40 token-length sentences, in contrast to the more than 1000 tokens required for minutes-long musical compositions. In this paper we propose an adversarial framework that uses the Transformer-XL as generator and SpanBERT-style pretrained BERT as discriminator. We highlight a few additional tricks that helped us train on long sequences.

2 Transformer-GAN

Given a music sequence $x'$ from the unknown data distribution $p_r(x)$ and an autoregressive model $p_\theta(x)$, maximum likelihood seeks to find a $\theta$ that minimizes $L_{mle} = -E_{x' \sim p_r} [\log p_\theta(x')]$. Despite
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its attractive theoretical properties, maximum likelihood training suffers from many limitations, e.g. whenever the model is misspecified. This is illustrated by \cite{12} in image-to-image translation, where no explicit loss function is available. Furthermore, teacher forcing introduces exposure bias \cite{13,14}—a distributional shift between training sequences used for learning and model data required for generation. This amplifies any errors in the estimate, sometimes creating unrealistic, repetitive outputs. We address this problem by incorporating an adversarial loss into our objective. During training, we alternate updates between the generator and discriminator objectives:

\[ L_G = L_{\text{mle}}[G_{\theta}] + \lambda L_{\text{gen}}[G_{\theta}] \]  
\[ L_D = L_{\text{disc}}[D_{\phi}] + \gamma L_{\text{reg}}[D_{\phi}] \]

Here \( \lambda, \gamma > 0 \) are hyperparameters. We investigate several choices for \( L_{\text{gen}}, L_{\text{disc}} \) and \( L_{\text{reg}} \): WGAN loss with gradient penalty \cite{15}, RSGAN loss \cite{16}, and PPO-GAN loss \cite{17}. We use the Transformer-XL \cite{18} as generator \( G_{\theta} \), which introduces the notion of recurrence into the deep self-attention network. In prior work \cite{11}, CNNs \cite{19} have proven to be useful discriminators for text generation. In this work however, we use BERT as the discriminator \( D_{\phi} \) to extract sequence embeddings followed by a pooling and linear layer. We speculate that this would help the discriminator provide informative gradients to the generator and stabilize the training process. We conjecture that freezing earlier layers (closer to input) of the pretrained discriminator can be viewed as transfer learning, where we transfer music representations useful for generation from a different dataset. Unlike FreezeB \cite{20}, where the discriminator is transferred between trained GANs on different datasets, we pretrain our discriminator on the same dataset using a SpanBERT style self-supervised loss \cite{21}. Freezing the discriminator also reduces the number of trainable parameters and training memory requirements. We leverage the Gumbel-Softmax \cite{22} trick to obtain a differentiable approximation of the sampling process and a variant of the Truncated Backpropagation Through Time (TBPTT) \cite{23} algorithm for gradient propagation on long sequences. The latter keeps memory requirements at bay. We provide details on these training tricks in the Appendix.

3 Experiments

We used the MAESTRO MIDI v1 dataset \cite{24} and the same data augmentation and event representation as in Music Transformer. The Transformer-GAN is trained with the RSGAN, RSGAN-GPen, WGAN-Gpen and PPO-Gpen losses where Gpen denotes gradient penalty. We conducted a survey where participants were presented with samples from the different models conditioned on the same priming melody. We received 448 ratings for quality (scored 0 to 5) and 672 pairwise comparisons (compared for coherence and consistency) from 15 subjects. The results in Table 1 and the survey led to the following findings: (i) We achieve comparable results overall between Music Transformer (Random) and a baseline Transformer-XL (TopK). (ii) Transformer-GAN with WGAN-GPen performs especially the best at polyphonic generation and is seen to be closest to the MAESTRO MIDI v1 dataset. We conducted a survey where participants were presented with samples from the different models conditioned on the same priming melody. We received 448 ratings for quality (scored 0 to 5) and 672 pairwise comparisons (compared for coherence and consistency) from 15 subjects. The results in Table 1 and the survey led to the following findings: (i) We achieve comparable results overall between Music Transformer (Random) and a baseline Transformer-XL (TopK). (ii) Transformer-GAN with WGAN-GPen performs especially the best at polyphonic generation and is seen to be closest to the training dataset on multiple quantitative metrics \cite{25,26}. (iii) A Kruskal Wallis test on the ratings yields \( \chi^2(2) = 3.272, p = 0.031 \), and Transformer-GAN (Random) outperforms the Transformer-XL (Random) with 62 wins and 50 losses. (iv) Transformer-GAN (Random) outperforms all other models sampled with either Random or TopK sampling. (v) Training with gradient penalty improves quantitative metrics overall. In the appendix, we include qualitative feedback from professional musicians on some of the examples generated. All of them observed that the Transformer-GAN helped retain long term coherence and the samples made fewer mistakes in general.

### Table 1: Quantitative music metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discriminator</th>
<th>NLL</th>
<th>Sampling</th>
<th>CA</th>
<th>PLL</th>
<th>PCU</th>
<th>NPU</th>
<th>ERR</th>
<th>ISR</th>
<th>PRS</th>
<th>TUP</th>
<th>PR</th>
<th>APS</th>
<th>IOI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Music Transformer</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>0.546</td>
<td>2.286</td>
<td>7.214</td>
<td>38.852</td>
<td>0.977</td>
<td>0.399</td>
<td>0.665</td>
<td>54.95</td>
<td>62.035</td>
<td>11.419</td>
<td>0.113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformer-XL</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>TopK</td>
<td>0.377</td>
<td>2.151</td>
<td>7.045</td>
<td>52.060</td>
<td>0.904</td>
<td>0.576</td>
<td>0.719</td>
<td>52.98</td>
<td>62.85</td>
<td>11.419</td>
<td>0.113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WGAN-GPen</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>0.596</td>
<td>2.985</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>51.984</td>
<td>0.960</td>
<td>0.505</td>
<td>0.777</td>
<td>52.16</td>
<td>62.25</td>
<td>11.455</td>
<td>0.145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPO-GPen</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>Pretrained BERT</td>
<td>0.579</td>
<td>2.102</td>
<td>7.19</td>
<td>52.913</td>
<td>0.976</td>
<td>0.505</td>
<td>0.777</td>
<td>52.16</td>
<td>62.25</td>
<td>11.455</td>
<td>0.145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSGAN</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>0.213</td>
<td>2.254</td>
<td>6.912</td>
<td>52.2</td>
<td>9.953</td>
<td>0.594</td>
<td>0.798</td>
<td>52.31</td>
<td>59.245</td>
<td>11.461</td>
<td>0.136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSGAN-GPen</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>Pretrained BERT</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>2.276</td>
<td>7.285</td>
<td>55.325</td>
<td>0.971</td>
<td>0.574</td>
<td>0.714</td>
<td>54.11</td>
<td>62.83</td>
<td>11.461</td>
<td>0.136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSGAN-GPen</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>0.556</td>
<td>2.108</td>
<td>6.56</td>
<td>47.245</td>
<td>0.993</td>
<td>0.607</td>
<td>0.719</td>
<td>48.18</td>
<td>65.62</td>
<td>11.256</td>
<td>0.082</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 1: Quantitative music metrics: NLL (Negative likelihood); PCU (Unique pitch classes); NPU (Unique pitches); EBR (Empty beats/Total beats); ISR (Nonzero entries in C major scale/ to the total nonzero entries); PRS (Time steps where the no. of pitches \( \geq 4 \) / Total time steps); TUP (Different pitches within a sample); PR (Avg. difference of the highest and lowest pitch in semitones); APS (Avg. semitone interval between two consecutive pitches); IOI (Time between two consecutive notes); CA (SpanBERT classifier accuracy distinguishing real and generated data); PLL (Pseudo-log-likelihood score). Bolded values are better. Metrics marked with \( \sim \) are better when closer to the dataset.
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Appendix

A Training tricks for the Transformer-GAN

In this section, we present details of the Transformer-GAN model architecture and adversarial training tricks.

The Transformer-GAN consists of the Transformer-XL as generator and a SpanBERT style pretrained BERT as discriminator as shown Fig. A.1. The adversarial training of this Transformer-GAN involves generating discrete samples $x^f \sim p_\theta(x)$ autoregressively from the generator to feed into the discriminator. However, several issues arise during the generation and training on these discrete samples, e.g., the non-differentiable sampling step, the repetition and high variance of generated samples, the high memory and compute complexity during backpropagation, and the instability during GAN training. Here, we highlight a few critical tricks to address these issues.

A.1 Gumbel-Softmax

The discrete samples are generated sequentially. To generate the next token $x^f_{t+1}$, we sample from the multinomial distribution $\text{softmax}(o_t)$ on the vocabulary set $V$ which can be formulated as

$$x^f_{t+1} \sim \text{softmax}(o_t),$$

(3)

where $o_t \in \mathbb{R}^V$ denotes the output logits from the generator obtained by attending over the past tokens $\{x^f_1, .., x^f_t\}$. However, this sampling process is not differentiable, as the derivative of a step function is 0 or undefined everywhere.

To deal with this, we reparameterize the sampling operation using the Gumbel-Max trick as

$$x^f_{t+1} = \arg \max_{1 \leq i \leq V} (o^f_i + g^f_i),$$

(4)

where $o^f_i$ denotes the $i$-th entry of $o_t$, $g^f_i$ is the $i$-th entry of $g_t$, which follows the element-wise i.i.d. standard Gumbel distribution. As this arg max is still not differentiable, we approximate arg max in the backward pass using the Gumbel-softmax trick, where the Gumbel-softmax is both continuous and differentiable as shown in [27]. Therefore, in the backward pass, (4) becomes

$$\text{softmax}(\beta (o_t + g_t)),$$

(5)

where $\beta > 0$ is a tunable parameter called inverse temperature. At last, $\{x^f_1, .., x^f_n\}$ forms the sequence as $x^f$, which will be fed into the discriminator.

Figure A.1: Music generation with the Transformer-GAN network. Arrows are in the direction of the forward pass; solid lines denote gradients are backpropagated in training; dashed lines denote no gradient propagation.
A.2 Exponential inverse-temperature

When using a fixed inverse temperature $\beta$ in (5) to train the GAN, we noticed that the generator has a tendency to suffer from mode collapse, generating many repeated tokens. We found that this can be mitigated by using a large $\beta_{\text{max}}$ and applying the exponential policy $\beta_n = \beta_{\text{max}}^{n/N}$ to increase $\beta$ over iterations, where $N$ is the maximum number of training iterations and $n$ denotes the current iteration. (11) suggests that the exponential inverse-temperature decay policy can help balance exploration and exploitation during generator sampling. A larger $\beta$ encourages more exploration for better sample diversity, while a smaller $\beta$ encourages more exploitation for better sample quality.

A.3 Conditional generation

Another issue we notice is that (5) can lead to a large variance in gradient estimation due to the randomness in sampling. In order to reduce this variance, we reduce the distance between the real $x_r \sim p_r(x)$ and fake $x_f \sim p_\theta(x)$ samples by applying conditional sampling where the real and fake samples share a common priming sequence. To generate the fake samples, we condition the generator on the shared priming sequence $[x_r^1, \ldots, x_r^c]$ and sample the remaining $[x_f^{c+1}, \ldots, x_f^n]$ autoregressively.

A.4 Truncated Backpropagation Through Time (TBPTT)

The generator sampling step in (5) is sequential and therefore the backward pass in the generator resembles the backpropagation through time (BPTT) algorithm [28]. However, the generated sequences that are sequentially sampled can be very long, potentially $\geq 2000$ tokens. Standard BPTT on those long sequences is both compute-intensive and memory-intensive.

To resolve this, we truncate our generated sequences into segments and feed the segments into the discriminator. Then, we do backpropagation on each segment and accumulate the gradients. The truncation improves memory efficiency as it avoids holding all forward computation graphs during sampling. The length of the subsequence is also well suited to our BERT since it is trained to accept a smaller fixed length sequence. TBPTT can be formally expressed in terms of parameters $k_1$ and $k_2$. $k_1$ is the number of forward-pass timesteps between updates and $k_2$ is the number of timesteps to which to apply BPTT. In this paper, we use $k_1 = k_2$. Breaking the generated sequence into subsequences for gradient propagation resembles the subsequence reward training [29–31] in Reinforcement Learning based GANs.

A.5 Gradient penalty

During training, we notice that the discriminator can be easily trained to optimality before the generator parameter update. In addition, exploding or vanishing gradients was a recurrent problem. We discovered that in order to stabilize the GAN training, it was necessary to add the gradient penalty regularizer [15].

Our hypothesis and findings on the importance of discriminator regularization align with prior work [15] on image GANs. We find that discriminator regularization in the form of layer normalization, dropout and L2 weight decay offered a less significant performance boost than the gradient penalty regularizer.

B Qualitative study on generated samples

We gave a small set of clips from the baseline Transformer-XL and Transformer-GAN to a few musicians and composers and simply asked for any initial reactions/comments. Here is a small, representative subset of the comments we received.

- "The Transformer XL compositions sound somewhat virtuosic, there seems to often be one hand that’s moving quite quickly. They are quite pleasant to listen to but end up at quite different places compared to the beginning. PPO-GAN’s music is significantly more polyphonic, and also develops more slowly and consistently. It does interesting transitions as well, and maintains the new style for quite some time.”
Overall, the quality of the performance (of Transformer-GAN samples) is excellent, showcasing varied dynamics and proper phrasing. The tempo is not rigid but expressive. The (sustaining) pedaling seems to be a little muddled at times, but not to a point where it hampers the delivery.

"For the most part, harmonic choices (in the Transformer-GAN samples) are sensible locally, and chord progressions are constructed on the appropriate scale. Aside from a few exceptions, the composition style remains consistent throughout, without abrupt or unreasonable shifts. In half of the samples, a recurring motif can be recognized, at least for about 10 measures initially, and in some cases, developing in an interesting fashion. However, none of the samples demonstrate a global structure (exposition, development, recapitulation), which is prevalent in classical compositions. Occasionally a sequence of notes or trills are repeated for an excessively long time, but as a whole the melodic line feels natural and pleasing to the ear."

C Samples

We include both conditional and unconditional samples from the baseline Transformer-XL, PPO-Gpen and WGAN-Gpen in our supplementary material. All samples are 4096 tokens in length. The conditional samples were generated by extending a 10 second priming melody. Samples can be heard at https://tinyurl.com/y6awtlv7.